The Jaeger rifle, with sliding wooden patchbox

Jaeger rifle stocked in walnut, with brass furniture, by Harold Stansfield, recently sold on our website www.trackofthewolf.com

Jaeger rifle kit, with sliding wooden patchbox:

#Lock-Jaeger flint lock, with fly detent $147.99
#Stk-JD-W1 stock, shaped, pre-inlet, walnut $280.00
• Stock with or without patchbox, walnut, plain or fancy maple.
#Cole-54-J barrel & plug, .54 caliber, 31” swamped $192.00
• Colerain or Rice Rifle barrels are available in .50, .54, .58, or .62 caliber.
#TR-Jaeg trigger, double lever, double set $45.99
#TG-Jaeg-23-B triggerguard, wax cast brass $34.59
• Triggerguard #TG-Jaeg-23-I available in iron, at slightly lower cost.
#BP-Jaeg-21-B buttplate, wax cast brass $34.59
• Buttplate #BP-Jaeg-21-I available in iron, at slightly lower cost.
#SP-Jaeg-2-B sideplate, wax cast brass $14.99
• Sideplate #SP-Jaeg-2-I available in iron, at slightly lower cost.
#MC-Bivin-16-B forend cap, wax cast brass $14.29
#Ramrod-6 ramrod, 3/8” diameter, 48”, sanded $1.49
#RT-6-10-B ramrod tip, 3/8” brass, 10-32 thread $2.69
• Ramrod tip #RT-6-10-I available in iron, at small extra cost.
#BP-Jaeg-6-E6-B rod pipe, 3/8” brass, entry $13.99
#BP-Jaeg-6-F6-B rod pipe, 3/8” brass, forward, use two $12.29
• Ramrod pipes #BP-Jaeg-E6I and #BP-Jaeg-F6I available in iron.
#PB-RK-Wood latch, flat spring, for wood patchbox $8.99
#Swivel-5-W swivel for sling, front, with screw $9.99
#Swivel-7-B slotted button stud for sling, rear $4.99
#FS-WFS-I sight, front, iron blade $6.99
• Front sight #FS-WFS-B or S available in wax cast brass or nickel silver, at extra cost.
#RS-Jeag-3 sight, rear, fancy Jaeger style $8.99
#UL-NW-1 barrel lug for pin, use four $1.99
#THL-S-4-S vent liner, 1/4-28, stainless steel $2.99
#Screw-Set-LR complete set of unplated screws and pins $10.79
#Plan-Jaeger full size Jaeger rifle plan drawing $6.50
Jaeger rifle parts kit, sliding wood patchbox, as listed $874.38

Our Jaeger rifle stock accepts our classic early Jaeger buttplate, with fancy asymmetrical “acanthus leaf” comb. Inlet for our swamped 31” Jaeger barrel by Colerain or Rice, and the famous Jaeger flint lock, by R. E. Davis, our neatly shaped and pre-inlet stock includes a sliding wooden patchbox lid, cut from the same blank, fitted to the buttstock. Our Jaeger rifle kit is an enjoyable project, not too difficult. We recommend walnut as the correct choice for a typical European flint Jaeger rifle. Curly maple is sometimes found on American guns.